Integrated Addiction Care in Bartlett, TN, is seeking a Board-Certified Primary Care Physician and Specialist in Addiction Medicine to continue in the growth and success of a highly respected group focused on helping people with addictions. The Integrated Addiction Care team is comprised of medical professionals, social workers, and therapists working together to create individual patient plans for durable recovery from substance and alcohol use disorders.

As a suburb of Memphis, TN, Bartlett, TN population of 59,102 (est. 2017), is a city in Shelby County, TN. The original farming community was founded in the 1830s along the stagecoach route from Nashville and in 1866 the town was incorporated and renamed Bartlett. The city is rich in history and thrives in small town spirit with carefully planned industrial and retail businesses, churches, and many city amenities making Bartlett a well-balanced city.

For more information, contact: Boyd Marquardt
Adkisson Search Consultants
boyd@adkissonsearch.com
O: 866-311-0000  F: 309-663-0930
3901 GE Road, Suite 4
Bloomington, IL 61704

Equal Opportunity Employer that values diversity at all levels. All individuals regardless of personal characteristics, are encouraged to apply.